A comparison of ratio distributions based on the NOAEL and the benchmark approach for subchronic-to-chronic extrapolation.
One approach to derive a data-based assessment factor (AF) for subchronic-to-chronic extrapolation is to determine ratios between the NOAEL(subchronic) and NOAEL(chronic) for the same compounds. Instead of using ratios of NOAELs, the distribution can also be estimated by ratios of subchronic and chronic Benchmark Doses (or Critical Effect Doses, CEDs, for continuous data). In this study 314 dose-response datasets on body weights and liver weights of mice and rats were selected providing dose-response information after both subchronic and chronic exposure. NOAEL ratios could be derived in only 68 of these datasets, while CED ratios could be derived in 189 datasets. When only the (53) datasets suitable for both approaches were evaluated the variation of the CED ratio distribution (GSD [geometric standard deviation]: 2.9) was smaller than the one of the NOAEL ratio distribution (GSD: 3.3). After correcting for the estimation error of the individual CED ratios the GSD of the CED distribution decreased to 2.3. The geometric means (GMs) of the NOAEL and CED distributions were similar (1.2 and 1.6, respectively). Comparing the NOAEL distribution based on all 68 datasets suitable for deriving NOAEL ratios with the CED distribution based on the 189 ratios suitable for deriving CED ratios resulted in similar GMs (1.5 and 1.7, respectively), but the GSDs differed considerably (5.3 and 2.3 respectively). It is concluded that usage of the CED approach results in less wide distributions. Furthermore, a larger fraction of available datasets is useful to inform the ratio distribution. This results in more accurate, and less conservative distributions of AFs in general compared to the distributions based on NOAEL ratios that have been proposed so far.